Erfurt, Berlin, den 07.02.2020

#Nichtmituns: No pact with fascists - never and nowhere!

Nationwide demonstration

February 15th 2020 | Erfurt, Domplatz | 1 p.m.

February 5th, 2020 marks the breach of a taboo. The CDU and FDP, together with the extreme right AfD, have elected a Minister President in Thuringia - despite all previous promises. Even after Kemmerich's backsliding it is clear: The firewall against the fascists has a deep crack. Within the FDP and CDU there is a willingness to cooperate with the AfD.

We are deeply outraged. For all democrats, the consequence must be: No cooperation with the AfD - not at federal level, not in the states and not at local level!

For this reason a broad alliance calls for a joint demonstration on February 15th at 1 p.m. on the cathedral square in Erfurt under the motto "#Nichtmituns: No pact with fascists - never and nowhere!"

Whoever makes a pact with fascists has the whole solidary society against himself! We will be very vocal in expressing our protest.
We are fighting on a daily basis:

- For democracy and societal antifascism!
- For workers' rights, social justice and climate justice!
- Against racism, anti-Semitism and antifeminism!
- Against any cooperation with the AfD!

We call on nationwide to take to the streets together with us on Saturday February 15th in Erfurt. On the same day, our friends will stand up against the planned Nazi march in Dresden. Our antifascism is #indivisible (#unteilbar)